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Lesson Overview: Students will learn about the life cycle of recycled paper and create their own 
paper using basic paper production steps. They will discover alternative methods to reusing paper 
by making an upcycled paper tree.  

STANDARDS (NGS)
K-3 ESS3-3 Earth and Human Activity 
Communicate solutions that will reduce the impact of humans on the land, water, air, and/or other 
living things in the local environment.*

K-2 ETS1-1 
Ask questions, make observations, and gather information about a situation people want to change 
to define a simple problem that can be solved through the development of a new or improved ob-
ject or tool.

K-2-PS1-2 Matter and Interactions
Analyze data obtained from testing different materials to determine which materials have the prop-
erties that are best suited for an intended purpose.*

OBJECTIVES 
1) Understand the process of paper as it is created 

2) Understand the process of paper as it is recycled

3) Demonstrate the steps of the process of recycling paper

4) Creating a project with recycled paper

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE Review for you

(Paper Making Steps-Article) http://www.madehow.com/Volume-2/Paper.html

(Paper Making Steps-Article 2) https://wonderopolis.org/wonder/how-do-you-make-paper-from-a-tree

(Georgia-Pacific Paper making VIDEO) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OiWwzwFAeSM

http://www.madehow.com/Volume-2/Paper.html (
https://wonderopolis.org/wonder/how-do-you-make-paper-from-a-tree
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OiWwzwFAeSM
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MATERIALS 
n 1 copy of Richard Scary’s What Do People Do All Day?

n Materials can be collected by you or your students from your own waste/recycling bins. Just be  
 sure to clean them with either a soapy rinse or a spray of Lysol first, then dry
       
n 1 process of recycling newspaper kit:
 p  screen (a large, cut circle of old window screen is best, garden fabric, mesh fabric) 
 p  tray or old cookie sheet
 p  torn newspaper
 p  small embroidery hoops (hobby stores)
 p  rolling pin (Goodwill or Salvation Army)
 p  mixer (I let students use a hand-mixer, but an electric works for teacher demonstration)
 p  bowl for pulp 

n RECYCLED TREE (OPTIONAL PROJECT)
 p  tomato cages
 p  gardening tape (garden store)
 p  wrapping paper or varieties of print paper (student donations are good here)
 p  heavier postal or butcher paper 
 p  paper mache glue (for a quick recipe: use a mix of ⅓ water to ⅔ Elmers glue)
 p  sponge brushes

KEY TERMS 
1) PULP— a soft, wet, shapeless mash of material 
2) CHIP—(v) to cut wood or natural fiber into smaller, finer pieces from the original bark
3) DIGESTER—a machine used in paper making where water and chemical softeners are added to 

chipped pieces of wood to create pulp.
4) SCREEN—a tool used to filter out material and liquid 
5) ROLLER—a machine that flattens screened pulp to squeeze out any remaining liquid
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ANTICIPATORY SET: (10-15 min) Introduce the paper process by reading through What Do People 
Do All Day: Wood & How We Use It (paper-making process will be on the 3rd section of the  
‘chapter’, pg 68)

Afterwards, start a group discussion about what students believe happens to Toilet Paper after you 
flush. Record answers on the board or on a life cycle visual organizer like the one below:

SCRIPT THIS: Need help starting the lesson? We have you covered below! 
Begin by having the key terms already written on the board or class copies of the Paper-Making 
Key Words Sheet prepared. (see below)

“What we just read outlined the steps for making paper in a factory. Let’s see if we can remember the 
steps in order. Can anyone help me organize these steps into a Paper Life Cycle?”  

As you take student answers, record them in a Visual Organizer Life Cycle, an example is provid-
ed below. (Prepare another blank life cycle ready side by side for comparing the recycled paper 
life cycle later on in the lesson.)

Answer should be: 
1) Chipped Wood Pieces 
2) Pulp made in a DIGESTER by adding liquids like water and chemical softeners 
3) Pulp is MIXED 
4) Pulp is Screened and Rolled to remove remaining liquids
5) Paper dries to and is cut to be finished
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INSTRUCTION (10-15 min) Introduce the life cycle of Recycled Paper through a paper-making 
demonstration. You can expand this by have 3-4 ‘stations’ for the students to try as well.

“Now let’s make some RECYCLED PAPER using similar steps. Let’s record each step to see if there 
are any differences between making new paper and recycled paper.”

                 

“Let’s review those steps for the RECYCLED PAPER MAKING PROCESS”

1. Paper is recaptured from a MRF or PRE-CONSUMER vendor. PRE-Consumer paper is  
material that was not quite right for consumer purchase, and is discarded to be remade  
into new paper.

2. Paper is chipped or cut into small pieces. 
3. Water and Chemical Softeners are added to create pulp.
4. Pulp can be bleached with more chemicals, depending on the look and use of the paper.
5. Pulp is poured onto screens and pressed to release any excess liquid.
6. Once dried, paper is removed from screens and cut. Voila—new paper
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GUIDED PRACTICE Compare the 2 life cycles. (5-7 min)

GOOD VISUALS in advance: As mentioned above, prepare another life cycle visual organizer of the 
Recycled Paper Process side by side to the Paper Process on the board for you to record or as a 
premade worksheet so students may easily compare the two life cycles.

Note: You will need to include an additional step for the recycled paper process.
Your board or worksheets should look like this: 

New Paper Process/Life Cycle   Recycled Paper Process/Life Cycle

 
               

“Now I have provided you with the recycled paper life cycle. What is the same? What is different 
between this paper life cycle and the new paper life cycle?” 

Answer: Same—most steps. The difference is the origin of the paper. With virgin or new paper, 
the chips in the beginning steps come from bark or trees. In the recycled paper process, the 
‘chips’ come from old paper products that are being remade into paper once more. 

The BIG So What??? Using recycled paper as the chipped material means less trees will be needed 
to cut down to make new paper. Since trees take a long time to mature into a material we can use, 
that has a huge impact on forests, wildlife, and the air quality—which trees help filter and clean 
naturally! 

Interesting fact: You can even explain as they compare the two processes that recycled paper  
can only be recycled 5-6 times before the fibers give out an will not hold up any more. But paper 
companies certainly stretch that paper use as long as they can! It save money and is better for the 
environment. 
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INDEPENDENT PRACTICE: As the newly remade paper dries, have students complete either 

PROJECT 1: Paper Making Station
Have students try to make their own paper at the recycled paper making station as you have dem-
onstrated. (Simply multiply out the number of paper making ‘kits’ you have available. For this age 
group, I suggest groups of 2-3 per paper making station).

PROJECT 2: Repurposed Paper Trees
When material is recycled by using it in a different way than its intended purpose to create a new 
object. 

Explain that upcycling paper is another type of recycling method. Demonstrate tomato cage 
paper trees assembly. Check out this pinterest link for more ideas to share with students on how 
to “Upcycle or REPURPOSE” last summer’s tomato cages https://www.hometalk.com/11511838/
santa-hat-tomato-cage?expand_all_questions=1&r=1

Step 1: (TEACHER PREP/DEMONSTRATION) Stand tomato cages upside down, using the gar-
dening tape, tape together all the prongs so that no metal shows. This should create a base 
cone to create the tree.

Step 2: Tear pieces of wrapping paper or better yet, have students bring in their wrapping paper 
scraps (I always like to explain that these upcycled trees are a perfect way to recycle this year’s 
birthday or holiday paper carnage into next year’s decorations.) 

Step 3: Beginning with the top, wrap paper pieces around the wire. You can secure with clear 
tape if you like, but if you wrap the paper around more than 5 times, it should stay put without 
help. 

Step 4: Go around each level of tree until filled in. ‘Fluff’ up paper as needed by scrunching it 
together to create a fuller effect. Top with festive ribbon or more wrapping. 
Finished product!

  

https://www.hometalk.com/11511838/santa-hat-tomato-cage?expand_all_questions=1&r=1
https://www.hometalk.com/11511838/santa-hat-tomato-cage?expand_all_questions=1&r=1
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For projects that are not so seasonal, check out these UPCYCLED/REPURPOSED project links 
featuring paper. 

https://www.pinterest.com/offsite/?token=941-958&url=http%3A%2F%2Fpickystitch.com%2F10-
old-magazine-craft-ideas%2F&pin=317926054923674668&client_tracking_params=CwABAAAA
DDk3NzUyNjc4NzA2OAA (Old Magazine Upcycling projects)

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/149463281360734743/ (old newspaper basket making)

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/305681893451994283/ (upcycled paper craft ideas for K-3)

ASSESSMENT (10-15 min)
Share observations of the many uses recycled paper may have, and other methods for recycling or 
reuse of it. What are some ideas that you might have for reusing paper? 

WRAP-UP (5 min)
5 Fun Facts! What are 5 things you know now that you didn’t know at the beginning of the lesson. 
 

https://www.pinterest.com/offsite/?token=941-958&url=http%3A%2F%2Fpickystitch.com%2F10-old-magazine-craft-ideas%2F&pin=317926054923674668&client_tracking_params=CwABAAAADDk3NzUyNjc4NzA2OAA 
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/149463281360734743/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/305681893451994283/ 

